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The connect of cosmos with the human being
glorified the essence of the being itself. Awareness
had been brought into existence while healing. At the
physical and at emotional level, people were able to
experience the changes and the transition that paved
for their very purpose of life to live, where Reiki
healers had been a beacon to many at this stage and the
clients were able to experience the value of Reiki, the
cosmic energy with unconditional love for their life as
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AN EYE OPENER OF LIFE
MATHA, PITHA, GURU, DHEIVAM
What a fantastic world it is! Families of trees, animals and human beings related to one another.
“Unity in diversity”. Myself - I too grew in a highly protective muscular bag of a lady. finally I was delivered to this
world whom I recognised as my beloved mother. While I was in fetal stage, I was nourished by maternal blood .
After reaching this world my mother took care of me by nourishing me with diet according to my age. As i grew
up whenever I fell sick, my mother used to give me natural medicines without seeking the help of any doctor. So she
was my God. Occasionally, when my sickness became a little serious , my mother used to consult our family doctor. I
started depending on him for my health . Because he cured my ailments he became my God.
In school and college my teacher who imparted their knowledge became my God.
My journey continued from childhood to adulthood. I joined Madras Veterinary College and after graduation
started working in Anatomy department of Madras Veterinary College and for a few years in King Institute. As an
anatomist, I studied and taught every part of the body ( both physical and at microscopical structure).
At the fag end of my professional life I came across a new system of healing called Reiki. With the intention of
preparing self for post retirement life I sincerely opted for reiki class.
It was the turning point in my life. Reiki stressed the significance of breath. Usually no one attributes
anything to breath. Reiki made me to concentrate on breathing , made me realise that what one breathes is divine
energy, created by all prevading Supreme Soul. Reiki also gave me the knowlege about the inert physical body and
invisible aura and chakras capable of energising physical body where the life force exist.
Myself with a base in modern science, first time realized that life is not in physical body but in the invisibe
bio magnetic field around physical body . The air( divine energy) we breathe is through seven major chakras.. Hence
every act of mine is decided by God ,the Creator.He has created the entire universe, filled with universal divine energy
and also the nature - plants, animals and so on. Man alone created with sixth sense, is to protect the nature with
benovelence. Since He has created me with the power of protecting fellow human beings and nature. He is Brahman
and his divine energy is flowing in me.. This divine energy can be channelized to keep every one happy.
Now I am pondering over this question. If He has created me and every thing in this world i feel the Brahmam
is the Mother. the Creator who is the guiding force in my life is my Beloved Mother.
OH MOTHER. I THANK YOU FOR CREATING ME AND MADE ME REALIZE THE DIVINE POWER
( Jeevathma) in self. I thank my mother in materialistic world and MOTHER ( creator)who created me and made me
realise divine power in each and every one born in this world. With this knowledge I promote Reiki - healing through
divine power.
I request Mother to make everyone to realize the divine power with which they are born to love and help
others and keep the Nature safe
Occasionally like any other human being I too fall sick. Through Reiki with the
divine power. You have bestowed on me I keep myself healthy. My intention is to spread this knowledge to every one
who has not realized your power.
THANK YOU MOTHER FOR CREATING THIS UNIVERSE WITH NATURE AND MAKE THEM LIVE IN HARMONY.Dr. P. S. Lalitha
Founder, Reiki Centre of India.
Reiki Grand Master, Chennai.
9840044198
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REIKI – THE COSMIC GIFT
Reiki Healing technique is a powerful healing practice that was developed in Japan earlier and now
it had been practiced worldwide. Reiki is a Japanese word which means Universal Energy(Rei) & Life Force
Energy (Ki) .In our Indian System Reiki means Paramatma (Rei) Jeevatma (Ki). Reiki is present in every
living thing,
Bene its:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Reiki Healing helps to balance the unbalanced energy in our living body.
Reiki can heal oneself and others.
It removes blocks in the body system.
Energy healing target to increase the low of energy
It helps to reduces the pain and relax the mind,.
Distance healing also can be done through Reiki healing system by visualising the person or object.

Reiki learning and healing is a wonderful Experience.
·

Receiving Reiki energy from healers, provide to restore the balance in mind, reduces stress,
connect with Nature and enables us to experience the Happiness.

·

Reiki Healing method can help to cleanse our body and further leads to Spiritual understanding of
our selves and the world around us.

My Reiki Healing experience:
One person from Muscat called me who was referred by my Reiki student. He wanted to come out from
the bad habits like alcohol, smoking etc. Within 3 sessions of reiki healing and counselling wherein ajna,
manipura, swadishtana chakras were energized. I also advised him to do meditation continuously. He
became happy and he was able to avoid the bad habits. Now from the eﬀect of this reiki experience, he
wants to learn reiki healing techniques.
My own experience:
One day when I was making tea. By mistake, I touched the vessel, which was used for boiling water,
it burnt my inger and the boiled water spilled over my hands. It was very painful. Immediately I applied
Reiki power. Within an hour my burnt parts became normal without any marks. Thanks to the powerful
Reiki Energy. Thank you All.
Arudhathy .D
Reiki Grand Master, Bangalore
9611605861
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CHAKRAS AND VEDIC WISDOM
Chakra meditation has been mentioned in ancient Sanskrit writing also., Paramatma & Jeevatma
connection - It means connection between Universal Energy and Life force energy. Chakra meditation is a
Spiritual healing system where Cosmic Energy used to get the power of healing through meditation on Self.
Human body is visible to the naked eye which is called the physical body, invisible body is the Metaphysical
body which is called Aura. There are energy centers which is located in the middle of the body. There are 7
Chakras (wheels in our body) existed in our Aura (Human Energy Field).
In the ninth (9th) Stanza of Soundarya Lahari poem, Chakras are referred about
"Mahim muladhare kamapi
Manipure Huthavaham
Sthitham Swadhistane Hridi
Marutamakasam upari:
Manopi bhruu--madhye sakalamapi
bhittva kula-patham
Sahasrare padma saha rahasi
patyaa viharaseyou
Meaning:
Oh Goddess, you pass through six elements and inally live in seclusion with your constant Sadashiva and
enjoy HIS company.In solitude, in a Lotus comprising of thousand petals, You traverse from Muladhara and
pass through the Earth element there, water element in Manipura. Then you passes through the ire element in
swadhistanam, then the Air element in the Heart in Anahatha, the space element, above that in Vishudha, the
mind principle between the eye brows in Ajna Chakra, thus breaking through all Chakra near feets her husband
Shiva at Sahasrara padma.
Description:
This sloka refers to the internal worship of Sakthi through the meditation on Chakras. Chakras are wheels
in our body and are considered to be the energy centres. Thus meditating on Jeevatma (Prana sakthi) on the
Chakras in the Human body shall awaken our energy to attain self- realisation
We know the Chakras are situated in diﬀerent parts in our auric body. The Chakras while rotating, Cosmic
Energy is inhaled through each Chakra and exhaled through each chakra, thus energy helps to maintain balance
in physical, mental and spiritual well being of a person.
Chakra's in relation to the location and 5 elements of the earth

S.No. Name of the Chakra

Location

Relation with
5 elements

1

Mooladhara

tip of spinal cord

Earth

2

Swadhistana

Sacrum

Water

3

Manipura

Navel area

Fire

4

Anahatha

Chest

Air

5

Vishuddhi

Throat

Sky

6

Ajna

Forehead between the eyebrows.

Sky

7

Sahasrara Chakra

Top of the Head

Sky
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From the above shloka which clari ies that the human body is made of 5 elements Earth, Air, Sky,
Fire water and then mind also.
·
·
·
·
·

Mahim Muladhara
Kamapi manipure
Huthavaham
Hrithi marutham
Akasamupari

-

Mooladhara Chakra
Manipura Chakra
Swadishtanam Chakra
Anahatha Chakra
VishuddiChakra.

Thus Mooladharam to Vishuddi chakra represents 5 elements of our body.
Manaha-Api Bhru madhye---Ajna chankra resides in between eyebrows represents "Our mind ".
The energy residing in Muladhara chakra is called “kundalini"It travels through the six chakras and all
pathway of energy in he body The energy pathway is called “Kulapadam”. Sushumnanadi runs through all
these Chakras.
Prana sakthi or kundalini is coiled 31/2 times in the form of a snake sleeping in Muladhara chakra. The
sakthi is sleeping state in Muladharam in most of us.
Kulapatham is the pathway of energy where nerves knots are there on between the Chakras are called
"Grandhi. Brama Grandhi, Vishnu Grandhi and Rudra Grandhi. The energy has to pierce these Grandhies to
travel upward from Mooladhara to Sahasrara chakra
Devi ( Sakthi) meets her husband Shiva at Sahasrara where 1000 petalled Lotus known as padma is located.
Knowledge about Chakras from vedic wisdom
-------------------------------------------------"Sri Lalitha Sahasra Namam.
---------------------------------------------Chakras are also mentioned in Lalitha Sahasranamam. ("Mulathsrika------38, 39 & 40)
Through systematic regular meditation, prayer, chakra meditation, sthostraparayanam, Sakthi
aradhana etc one can attain the self knowledge . These practices are more than enough to balance the
elements of our body and for treatment of ailment that occurred due to imbalance of Chakras.


Arundhathy. D
Reiki Grand Master
Bangalore,
9611605861.
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REIKI FOR DISC PROLAPSE
A man of 56 year old had a severe back pain. He wasn't even able to stand straight. Reiki
healing was given on back Manipura chakra, back swadishtana chakra and Mooladhara chakra.
Along with healing, he was treated with sujok pressure points on lumbar region points. He was
also suggested to apply seeds. His pain started reducing in the very irst session.
He started standing after second session. He got cured after 5 sessions. After one month he
called me and said that reiki has cured him and he is very normal to such an extent that he went to
a temple and climbed 6000 steps and he didn't have any pain or problem. He also mentioned that
he feels very healthy after these sessions.
Another women of age 54 called me over phone and complained about severe back pain. She
couldn't even travel to come and take treatment. So I had to visit her at her residence and gave
healing on back Manipura , back Swadishtana and Mooladhara chakra.
Then she was able to lie down without pain. Then with sujok acupressure she was able to
turn. After 4 sessions she was able to be on her own and do her daily activities. Both the cases
were severe disc prolapse cases. They were treated and cured by reiki without any other
medication.
Fathima Ra iuddin
Reiki Grand Master
Consultant
Bharathiraja Hospital, Chennai
9677216656
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A MIRACLE CALLED 'REIKI' - FOR INFERTILITY
Infertility has become a common issue these days, 1 out of 7 couples have trouble conceiving especially
after the age of 35. The risk of infertility increases as we age.
Changing life choices aﬀect fertility a lot. A few decades ago, most women had their irst child at about
21. Today, that age is closer to 26 or 27. Many couples are waiting longer to start their families. When a couple
is eager to start a family & not getting pregnant for quiet long it can be frustrating & overwhelming. It's normal
to feel anxious when you're trying to conceive and it hits high when you start hearing the phrase - your
biological clocks is ticking.
The couple, Maya & Nedumaran, had been married for 9 years & had been unsuccessful in conceiving a
child. The pressure was more on the wife; she was often upset and felt as if she was a failure because she
couldn't conceive a child. She had been depressed from time to time, and had experienced insomnia & as a
result there was so much tension in the home. The medical reports conveyed that the couple had no major
issues.
Maya was willing to try any sort of treatment. She had been trying to get pregnant for several years with
no luck. She had taken it as her problem alone and failed to realize that the problem concerned them both.
Nedumaran was quite skeptical & disagreed for the treatment.
We planned to start healing for Maya, The irst two Reiki sessions were concentrated in cleansing &
bringing the body into balance, especially Mooladhara, Swadhistana, Anahatha & Ajna Chakras were healed.
Maya had considerably changed, her emotions were healthier and was more optimistic and wanted to
continue the treatment. Nedumaran found the changes in his wife welcoming however his disbelief or
shyness stopped him from getting healed.
We planned to do Distant Healing for him and continued the treatment for Maya. There were small shifts
in both their behaviors and the pressure seemed oﬀ. After few more sessions, Maya called up, she was excited
to announce that they were expecting inally & her joy knew no bounds. She mentioned that Reiki was God
sent miracle and her prayers were answered. Nine months later, she delivered a beautiful baby boy.
Reiki is a very eﬀective treatment for helping couples who are having problems trying to conceive or
making it full term. Reiki removes the blocked energy that can prevent healthy women from conceiving and
managing stress is good, no matter what life stage you're in.
All Thanks to Reiki Power & our Guru Dr.P.S.Lalitha amma for teaching us this miracle.
Nithya Loganathan
Reiki Grand Master, Chennai.
9884702930
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REIKI HEALING MIRACLES
1ST STORY
Awaken to life from coma
With request from one of my reiki student, Praveena Raman , in healing
her uncle Mr.Govindan Krishnan who was treated by the reiki healing group of
mine through distance healing . Mr.Govindan Krishnan had been collapsed in
his heart, due to which he reached comma stage on 14th October, so the healing
group of mine (REIKI HEALING FAMILY) started sending healing for him, On
26th October , we received message that he was recovered and got discharged
from the hospital and back at home with normalcy.
ND

2 STORY
Mr. Amirthan Loganathan, who had a complication of URIC acid (Gout),
was given healing from our group, based on the request from his mom, as he
was unable to walk and had been admitted in hospital. He couldn't move from
bed and walk, Few days after the Reiki healing and with the help of right
medication he started to move slowly step by step and after two weeks, he
started to walk steadily as well. After the 3rd week, he started even driving the
car and came with mom for personal healing for a reiki session. He was also
guided on self healing by us, that has to be done on him.
RD

3 STORY
Jayvinraj was admitted due to covid and was on ventilator in ICU, with
low pressure and irregular heart beat. His parents requested for reiki healing .
Hence healing was sent to him for 10 days by our reiki healing group. Step by
step there was an improvement and recovery with normalcy in breathing and
thereby he came out of ICU and was back home safely. We received a gratitude
message from him as a video clip.
Realisation:
Reiki is the most simpli ied method of healing connecting ourselves
with universal energy with full of compassion aligned with Reiki symbols.
I have personally witnessed the eﬀervescence of REIKI healing does create
miracle in life for the highest good , in my whats app group, according to the
request sent by many people. I really bow to this universal life force energy
(REIKI) which has become very much a part of my life. Indeed i am happy to
teach and promote reiki healing.
NAGESWARY VELOO
Reiki Grand Master
Malaysia.
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REIKI FOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
I, Dr. Sitalakshmi from Hyderabad would like to share the accomplishment of
my daughter who stays in Canada who had been treated by Mrs. Saroja of Hyderabad,
is a student of Dr. P.S.Lalitha.
It's so amazing to see that reiki cures many physical and psychological
ailments. It helps in removing negative thoughts, by cleansing and energising all
chakras, there by one can achieve their goals. My daughter was unsuccessful in
getting a job. After few sittings of Reiki treatment from Mrs.Saroja, my daughter got
placed in job, which found to be a greater support through reiki in her ful illing her
accomplishments. We wish Dr.Lalitha all the success that is expanding the circle of
Reiki Masters and healers to serve the society...
My humble gratitude and wishes extends to Mrs.Saroja who had treated my daughter
with REIKI.
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Mrs. M. Saroja
Reiki Master,
Hyderabad
9985916718
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HEALING OF BODY, MIND & SOUL WITH REIKI AND OTHER TOOLS.
“A healer's power stems not from any special ability, but from maintaining the courage and
awareness to embody and express the universal healing power that every human being naturally
possesses.”Everyone is a born healer. A healer or therapist is a person, who doesn't heal but helps the
others to heal themselves. Through the healer or therapist, nature takes charge and heals the person.
The body and mind heal by themselves, if left alone. We have come to this planet with psychic
impressions in our aura and chakras from our past lives. Our subconscious mind is illed with all sorts
of memories from childhood till this day. We are led to realize, that through the healing process that
we are not this body and mind but the soul, which is the pure consciousness. Unless we heal our body
and mind completely, we will not be able to realize this and be liberated enough to give unconditional
love to every creation.
When individuals are faced with a physical problem, chakras and Aura can be cleansed and
healed with the assistance of hands, breath or orgon pendulum. Appropriate Acupressure and sujok
points can be pressed, as well as reiki can be used to give energy to the points. While doing the
healing, invoke Arch Angels, Violet Flame, Dolphin (the sea Angel) and Reiki guides .Crystals can be
energised and used too.
You can learn and use appropriate switch words, mantras, Mudras etc. If the problem is not
healed completely, then mentally go to the time when it started and think about your life situation and
emotions at that point of time. For doing this you have to go to meditative mode. When you identify
the situation and emotions, you can take the help of the In inite Intelligence of your subconscious
mind to release all the negativities and blocks completely and dissolve as well as integrate them into
the Universe.
One health problem can be addressed at a time and this technique can be continuously used
for a few days till the problem is resolved. Finally you will become completely light and positive.
When you become more and more positive, the negativities within you and around you will get
disintegrated and dispersed into the Universe. You become free and move towards enlightenment to
realize your soul.

Uma Seetharaman
Reiki Master
Chennai
9840748942
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THE QUINTESSENCE OF REIKI
Reiki – the universal life force energy is engrossed in the cosmos and in every living thing that
dwells on this earth. The human beings who are created by the creator, is born with the innate life force
for the survival. But the life force varies from person to person, according to the physical itness and
emotional stability that one hold. Naturally, we can see in the modern world that there is a distortion
within oneself, others and in the environment, as there is lots of pollution in the ecology and due to lack
of natural resources, people are prone to diﬀerent ailments and the stress level is created, as there is a
battle between the body and mind, which is caused due to imbalance in their life style...To bring in the
coherence , we as reiki healers, are been instrumental to render our support to ease ailments at
physical level and to bring in solace at emotional strata of mind...
During this covid phase, we have rendered our support through distant healing method of reiki,
wherein it brought in the revival, to so many lives. The most quintessence of reiki were once a lady of 48
yrs from Sirkazhi, came after her recovery of COVID wherein she felt feeble with loss of smell and taste.
Healing Phase: Mooladhara chakra (For muscular strengthening), ajna chakra (for retaining the smell
and taste) – as it has control of all the facial organs, and Manipura (for normal appetite)
Recovery: The absolute normalcy had happened in one sitting. She was delightful about the healing
with the cosmic energy of reiki that gave her con idence to live life with tranquillity. After two months
she again came in person to say a word of gratitude.
Reiki for Pet
One more emotional heart touching case was when received a call from a girl, from Kerala,
whose pet was suﬀering from fever, after the entire family suﬀered covid situation. Among which the
pet was healthy to a greater extent, while they were all recovering, due to emotional attachment that
the pet had with the family that was understood while taking the reiki client history for healing. As
understood, the four months of tabernacles within the family due to covid, had made the pet to absorb
the aura of them and be in the clutch of cluttered emotion and caught the fever, with the disturbance
even in the house where people were longing for zoyee (the pet) to become normal
I adopted the following healing phase for the pet;
Healing phase: Mooladhara chakra (safety and security), ajna (for better sleep and clarity), manipura
(to subside the fever and for better appetite) as well.
Recovery: Four days of healing with absolute normalcy in temperature, was done by cleansing the
aura of the pet, aura of the home as the whole family had suﬀered with covid, on fourth day, and the pet
had seemed to be with complete happiness.
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R. Sridevi
Reiki Grand Master
Kumbakonam
9840641393
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AUTO IMMUNE DISORDER
Normally when a person is aﬀected by bacteria or a virus or any other harmful microorganisms, the
immune system guards our body against these organisms by sending out an army of Fighter cells to attack
them. Usually the immune system can tell the diﬀerence between the foreign cells and our own cells.
But in the case of autoimmune disorder, the immune system mistakenly attacks our body i.e. the
immune system mistakes a part of our body like our joints or skin as foreign and there by releases a protein
called auto antibodies which attacks the healthy joints or skin or any other part of our body
The exact reason for auto immune disorder is unknown. However I would say that if a person gets a
fever due to an infection, the person should get rid of the fever naturally i.e. allow the immune system to
work at its own pace to get rid of the foreign invader there by the fever comes down. But what really
happens is, when a person gets a fever, he immediately swallows a Paracetamol to reduce the fever. Actually
fever is good; it says that the body's immune system is working properly. But when a fever is stopped in the
middle way, the immune system instead of killing the foreign particles starts attacking the healthy cells.
In this article I like to discuss about two autoimmune disorder the irst one is
1. Rheumatoid arthritis
In Rheumatoid arthritis the immune system attacks the
cells of the joints and also other organs. The person experiences
pain in all the joints because of the in lammation, there will also be
stiﬀness in the joints and so it makes a person to walk slowly
sometimes even unable to do even small work. The person might
experience fatigue and also loss of appetite.
Woman aged 40, came to the clinic with rheumatoid
arthritis. On the irst session, cleansing the entire front Chakras was
done. After that healing energy was given to all the chakras and also
to all the joints. Energy was given more to the front Manipura
Chakra as the spleen is the one that is sending the auto antibodies
and also to the Mooladhara Chakra, as it is responsible for skin, muscles and bones. The above patient after
7sessions, started feeling much better and also she was able to do work at home ...All together she became
free from the excruciating pain.
2. Multiple sclerosis
The next auto immune disorder is Multiple sclerosis. In Multiple sclerosis, the immune system
attacks the protective mylein sheet that covers the nerve ibres and causes communication problems
between the brain and rest of the body. The signs and symptoms of multiple sclerosis vary widely, as it
depends on the amount of nerve damage and also the nerves which are aﬀected.
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Young girl aged 26 aﬀected by multiple sclerosis came for reiki treatment. She had problem with
the legs i.e. the nerve supply to the legs were aﬀected because of that she suﬀered with numbness of the
legs. The numbness will occur at any time. She was scared to go out alone and always needed someone to
accompany her, as the numbness of the legs causes foot drop and because of the same reason she had to
quit her job.
After few sessions of Reiki healing, her episodes of numbness of the legs gradually decreased.
Now the numbness of the legs occurs just once a day and she has also totally stopped all her steroid
medications.
In one more case, female aged 35 approached me for Reiki healing. First time when she came to
the clinic she was unable to walk as she had fallen from the bike. She could walk only with the help of her
husband supporting her. According to allopathy doctors, she was diagnosed to be suﬀering from multiple
sclerosis. But I thought it is just a sciatica pain, so all the back chakras of her and the lumbar sacral region
where cleansed and Reiki healing energy was given. After the third session she was able to walk without
any support. And exactly after six sessions she was able to walk very freely and even drive her bike.
She was advised by the allopathy doctor to have an injection on her spinal cord which costs
around three lakhs for her to walk ,they even threatened her that if she denies the injection, she might
even loose her mobility... But by the grace of Reiki healing, she regained her mobility by just spending
three thousand only. Thus Reiki healing modality is simple.,wholistic and also Cost eﬀective...
A big gratitude to my lovable Guru Dr.P.S Lalitha mam and to Reiki...
Subhashini. D
Reiki Master,
Dr.P.S.Lalitha Holistic Clinic,
Thiruvanmiyur, Chennai
9841334549
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REIKI IS LOVE
As much as I wish to share all my experiences in this wonderful reiki healing journey, this
particular healing experience stays close to my heart always.
I am Thinisha from Malaysia and I've completed my reiki certi ication till level 3A with Grand
Master Sri Devi (Kumbakonam). The whole journey of how I became a Reiki healer started miraculously
but all I know the reason was nothing but LOVE. The love to see everyone happy, the love to witness the
joyful recovered individual from mental or physical ailments, and my love towards all mighty.
We know that motherly love is the greatest love in the world; almost every married couple would
love to have their oﬀspring shower them with love. But not everyone is blessed with it, some may have
physical ailments, some may have past karmic male ic or some are just not sure what is happening. With
Reiki, I discovered that all those reasons can be made history by healing them with my pair of humble
hands and focused thoughts.
A couple who were married for almost a decade was not blessed with a baby and they have tried
many ways but the eﬀort all end in vain. The medical report said they were perfectly healthy and there's no
issue in bearing a child. They were well to do, living a contented life but being childless took a huge toll on
their mental peace and happiness.
During the healing process, I came to know that their Anahatha energy was heavily clogged due to
depression of not being able to bear a child, though the chakra for fertility is Swadisthana was perfectly
ine. With the blessing of my guru and reiki healing energy, I performed chakra cleansing on her Anahatha
(peace symbol) and blessed them with green and pink light. And with constant healing to the Reiki box &
intentional healing (childbirth symbol) for less than a year, they are now blessed with a cute, healthy baby
boy!
What else can make one feel more contented than seeing the joy in another's life?
Reiki indeed is pure LOVE!
Thinisha Anandarajah
Reiki Healer, Malaysia
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HEALTH IS PEACE
In the present worldly scenario each one of us has felt the need of good health. We have also
experienced that a person suﬀering from disease is not the only one suﬀering, the near and dear also
suﬀer seeing them suﬀer. It is needless to say that life and lifestyle has changed for everyone.
The present case study is about a lady in her seventies. Prolonged medicines even for sleep
could not give her enough good sleep be it afternoon or night. This led to eating disorders, improper
bowel movements and anxiety. But the lady mainly trusts allopathy. One day the complaint was that it
was unbearable. Then I gave Reiki and acupressure and said that pranayama i.e. breathing with focus on
breathing should be done. Simultaneously the treatment was given for the lung and abdomen region.
After two hours I got the message that the lady slept well and felt good. Then the bowel
movement for the subsequent days was proper and the lady could eat properly.
The corresponding acupressure point was taught to the lady so that she could heal herself.
For sustained good health reiki meditation and pranayama on a daily basis does wonders. Hope
people who have bene ited spread the message to the near and dear for this non-invasive treatment.

Vasanthi Karthik
Reiki Master, Chennai.
9380571682
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SHIELD BEFORE HEAL
The law of conservation of energy states that energy cannot be created or destroyed but can be
converted from one form of energy to another.
I would like to share the experience of healing & cleansing a space known to be contaminated by
stagnant and negative energies (some may say haunted).
A newly married couple moved into a beautiful, rented home to start their journey happily but the
harmony went south when the couple always had misunderstandings for petty matters, tend to get agitated
and exhausted the moment they step into the house. Even worse, to the extent of having sleep paralysis and
the feeling presence of some shadows and hearing voices besides theirs.
They decided to come for spiritual healing counselling, and I found that the problem is not solely
within but at the space where they are. And to make the situation worse, the pandemic had made both stay
home for long hours.
In Reiki healing, we are taught to shield ourselves by strengthening our auric ield and chakras by
meditation before healing others. Visiting such a place with no knowledge of how impactful it can be, I
ensured to be well shielded with Reiki Healing energy and energized crystals.
Scanned every corner of the house for the anomalies, placed some rock salt and applied Reiki
declutter & protection symbols. Applied love and harmony symbols at the center of the house and the
bedroom. I found the root cause of the energy contamination of the space from some items left over by the
previous tenant's child who had passed away tragically. I carefully shielded the items and cleansed it with
reiki healing energy and sent it oﬀ to the universe with love and peace. Finally, I shielded the home with
protection symbols and bless it with lots of peace, love, and harmonious energy.
The couple is living happily in the same house now. Thank you, my gurus, thank you reiki thank you
universe & the almighty!
Vickneswaran M.
Reiki Healer, Malaysia
Under the tutelage of Grand Master Sri Devi
(Kumbakonam)
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LIFE TRANSFORMATION AFTER REIKI IN MY LIFE
Transformation 1: Begin Your Day and every work with Gratitude
My Sincere Gratitude to God, Universe, Spiritual Guides, Healing Angels, Holy Angles, My Masters and Gurus,
My Parents, My Family Members, Myself, Mother Earth and Reiki. As soon as I was chosen to be a Reiki Healer by
divinity, I start my day, each and every work with my sincere gratitude. In my life journey, Reiki has made me to
rediscover myself and know my life purpose, by means of which, a huge transformation is being experienced within
me all the time. Feel very much blessed to be a Reiki's tool forever.
Transformation 2: Self-Healing – Charging Myself
Every day morning, as I start my day with Self-Healing and Meditation I am able to charge myself with full of
positivity all through the day – all 24 hours continuously. I am able to do all my tasks with full of energy and
involvement both physically and mentally that in turn made me to accept the actual happenings (Good or
Challenging Progress) as it is. Though this everyday practice of Self-Healing and Meditation consumes a little time
but contributes to a high value within me at all times.
Transformation 3: Focusing on Good
As a tool of Reiki, now I am able to focus on good things around me always, even when I am facing critical
situations. But, before being a Reiki healer I used to take merry-go-round within the problematic area alone and
undergo stress. Especially during the time of problematic situations, when I focus on good things on the happened
events and situations, automatically problems are getting vanished and able to view the positive side of the
situations that makes me to feel more con ident, strong and attain good results.
Transformation 4: From I to YO (U)
Before as a Reiki healer, I assess the events/ happenings from my point of view alone but now started to
assess even from other's point of view, to say shortly more empathetic than before. In actual, we all think that he/ she
will be thinking about us or any event in a particular point of view thereby we react, but this is where we impose our
own thinking on others and expecting others to act/react according to our own expectations, thus leads to
experience delayed and false results.Now gradually,I shifted from me to we and stopped expecting to have my
expected reactions from others.Learnt to give others what I expect from others and truly saying, when I am sharing,
giving and healing others without any expectations, it comes back to me with high level of true sel less love.
Transformation 5: Samarppanam - Dedication
Before being the tool of Reiki, I feel proud when I succeed and feel guilt when faced with failure and inally
take everything to my mind. But now as Reiki's tool, I started to dedicate everything both success and failure in the
lotus feet of God which made me free from stress and unwanted loads within me. Now I feel physically, emotionally
and mentally more strong and healthier. Pranams to Reiki.
Transformation 6: Self-Healing to Healing Others – A Case Study
Myself as a Reiki healer in healing others was initiated when my mother was diagnosed with Thyroid issue.
She was admitted in hospital for further diagnosis and it was then in hospital when I started to heal my mother. Sri
Lalitha Sahasranamam was playing in SAI TV as my daughter was randomly tuning the TV channels. Few weeks
before I was reciting Lalitha Sahasranamam for the irst time in my life and later came to know the bene its of
reciting/ listening to Lalitha Sahasranamam after this incident.
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Whenever a devotee recites/ listens to Lalitha Sahasranamam: Goddesses is said to bless his/ her soul. In
fact, reciting/ listening to Lalitha Sahasranamam is a bene it of good karma done by one in previous births. Helps
one to develop the energy of Faith to do and achieve anything which is positive for us in our life. This energy
generates the Belief, con idence and Determination in one's own self to work for Devi.
When I heard the listings, I was so surprised and realized that my mother and I were blessed by the divine
and for me to begin my journey as Reiki Healer. Now doctor has informed that she was totally recovered and her
thyroid level came to normal and there is no need for tablet anymore.
The Journey as Reiki Healer is still being continued with lots of transformational experiences happening
within me and among others with higher soul satisfaction.
For now, concluding with My Sincere Gratitude to God, Universe, Spiritual Guides, Healing Angels, Holy
Angles, My Masters and Gurus, My Parents, My Family Members, Myself, Mother Earth and Reiki.
Dr. Nithya. S
Reiki Grandmaster, UAE
UAE NO.: +971506172132
(What's app) 7550228573
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REIKI HEALING DURING THE PANDEMIC
I am a student of honored Reiki Grandmaster Dr. Lalitha. I used to come from New Jersey to avail of the pristine
knowledge and learn Reiki and Sujok from her. I have authored books, “Herbal Transformations” sold in USA and
“Healing with Herbs” sold in India and on Amazon.
I am also an Anthropologist and a certi ied Nutritionist. I take a holistic approach in treating people during the
pandemic. Actually, this method works well in general for healing. A holistic approach includes Reiki energy treatment,
nutritional advice, meditation, breathing techniques, and Sujok. Any combination depending upon the patients need is
very valuable in healing.
Being a nutritionist and knowledgeable on herbs and spices and their medicinal values, I incorporate this
knowledge in energy healing. We know that food is medicine, therefore food should be eaten with care. Healthy
nutritious food that goes into your body attracts positive energy. Therefore I educate my patients with healing foods
while I treat with Reiki energy.
During the pandemic when i have patients with various types of ailments, my irst question would be to ind out
what kind of food they eat. Heat producing foods deplete energy. After all we are doing energy healing, does it not make
sense that one should avoid harmful foods that deplete energy? The patient must understand that Reiki healing goes
hand in hand with conscious maintenance through proper food, meditation, breathing and exercise.
Cosmic energy is absorbed when the chakras are in balance. The chakras are in balance when the endocrine
system functions properly without disease. And the endocrine system functions without disease when the body is
nourished with healing foods. During the pandemic it is important to keep the endocrine system working properly Our
forebears were very knowledgeable and knew so many home remedies for various health issues. I started using the
ones that are for nose and throat and the Pulmonary system.
I have treated many people with COVID. Obviously one cannot touch a COVID patient and one has to keep the
distance. I used the combination of the home made medicine of black pepper, turmeric, ginger and honey that I make
into small lemon size balls and make the patient take it for 10 days on empty stomach. I give the Reiki treatment also
without touching for the same period of 10 days. I also include breathing exercises. All my patients have healed without
having to go to a doctor or hospital. Now, it is important to assess the extent of the disease. If the person is having
dif iculty in breathing please make sure it is COVID related and have the patient seek medical advice.
One of my patients had asthma but was so paranoid about having caught COVID, and any form of its variants. I
asked her if she had her asthma medicine. She did and she took it in my presence. Within a few minutes of my Reiki
treatment she felt better. But she had lost her sense of smell and taste which told me that she indeed had contracted
COVID. After Reiki treatment,the taste came back soon and the sense of smell took a few months to come back.
During the pandemic period having the body nourished, and energized through Reiki we are not treating
symptoms but are doing preventive care. Vitamin D3, Vitamin C with Zinc, Quercetin, CoQ10 for immunity are an
amazing combination. Believe in yourself and believe in Reiki power!
Uma Swaminathan
Reiki Grandmaster,
New Jersey, USA
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REIKI AND ABUNDANCE
Reiki is a gift that is given to each and everyone of us. By opening our mind to this energy, we will be more
capable of seeing the synchronicity in our life and be able to let our life low.
Things to do to enhance one's energy:
i) Have balanced diet that provides your body with nutrients
ii) Create habits that help maintain a clear state of mind
iii) Meditate
iv) Create positive mental patterns to help you process life
Abundance is not something you ind outside of yourself; it is a state of being that you experience in your
mind. Through your trust in your innate ability to attract abundance you actually enable yourself to experience it in
the outer world. To live in abundance, you have to remember and af irm your essence which is the very wellspring
of your prosperity.
The irst step to realizing abundance is to wake up to the fact that true self, the Divine essence within us, is
who we truly are. When we realize our source, it is then easy to surrender the false “self” to that greater power
within us. By turning our awareness to true Self, and allowing ourselves to follow our hearts' desire, we soon realize
that we have been THAT all along.
Turning within, we drop all thoughts of separation and turn toward the Universal Power which WE ARE –
which is responsible for all manifestations, which is responsible for giving light to the Sun, which is responsible for
giving power to the earth, to look after all our needs.
A simple way to shift into a new positive reality is to regularly treat ourselves with Reiki and cultivate the
attitude of gratitude , to cultivate the feeling of love for everyonewe meet, everything we do, and most of all, for our
presence hereon this earth.
The secret to a healthy body is a healthy mind, free of the vibrations of stress, and unconsciousness,
repressed negative thoughtsand the resulting emotions. To free oneself and welcome an abundance of health in
one's life, what is called for, is to raise his/her vibratory level.
It is essential to tune into the love that is all around us if we are to receive the abundance which is truly ours.
Unfortunately, most people are not in contact with this in inite supply of love. Instead we spend much of our time
trying to please others. Most of us unconsciously try to please our family, friends and co-workers in order to barter
for the love we so deeply crave, but will not acknowledge. We seek recognition outside of ourselves which can never
replace the love which is already there inside of us, just waiting for us to experience.
To become abundant we simply have to feel abundant. We have to penetrate throughall of our negative
conditioning and get in touch with the unlimited Source that we are. We simply have to convince the mind that we
are abundant and we begin to attract that very same abundance.
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The most simple and powerful way to develop an abundance consciousness is to cultivate the attitude
of gratitude. One of the ive Reiki principles, it has also been one of the most powerful tools.
· Feel your need
· Decide how to ful il it
· Commit to make it happen
To get in touch with what will truly ful il you, it may be necessary to spend some quiet time with yourself
and actually put your hands on your heart and ask what it needs. You might even give Reiki to your heart at the
same time.
Once you have given your word to yourself (or others), it is important to follow up with action. Your action
further charges the energy around you with your intention and helps to draw in the needed pieces of your puzzle.
The greater your sense of separation from true Self, the greater your actionis going to have to be in order to
manifest.
The way to abundance is not through doing, but through being ; allowing things and events to unfold.
Let us all join hands together to heal the World!
Dr. Yashodha Sethuraman
Reiki Grand Master,
Bangalore.
98453 08364
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INCREDIBLE EXPERIENCES OF REIKI
I wanted to share my scary experience which I had on one morning. The day i woke up with swelling in the jaw,
left ear and neck region( left side). It was so tightening. It was same symptom which I had of spasm attack 4 years back.
Same situation 4 years I was admitted in hospital and treated in ICU for 4 hrs. with the con idence in alternative
medicines as I have had many personal experience I called Dr.Lalitha Ma'am seeking her help. She immediately took the
call without a small hesitation started to treat me, within few minutes the swelling reduced and tightening turned to
tenderness. She also added what should I do in the afternoon as next steps. Today I am it and ine.Thanks ma'am for
saving me from spasm attack and giving me my energy back.
Mrs. Geethalakshmi
Reiki Healer, Hydreabad.

A cure through Reiki for Alzheimer. My husband suﬀering from Alzheimer's i request Madam for healing. By
GOD'S Grace & Madam healings He recovered gradually very much grateful to P.S.Lalitha Madam Thank you Madam
Mrs. Shyamali
Reiki Healer, Chennai.

REIKI - A WAY OF LIFE
Reiki is a wonderful cosmic energy and healing method, which I irst learnt in 1999; I learnt my Masters' degree
in 2001 from our dear Dr.Lalitha madam; since then, it has been my armour, my protective irst aid. Feel so truly blessed
by the fact that I can heal myself and also others who ask for the healing.
Unlike modern medicine,Reiki has no side eﬀects; in fact, combined with Allopathy,it speeds up the healing
process! Also along with Sujok Acupressure, Reiki is very eﬀective; here I would like to share my personal experience.
In 2014, I accidentally sat on a slightly high chair at home, not realizing that one of the legs of the chair was loose & gave
way when I sat on it; I immediately fell down with suddenness & hurt my lower back; I had excruciating pain and in spite
of taking complete bed rest as well as anti-in lammatory drugs, it did not help me much. The low back pain was
persistent especially when I used to climb up steps or surfaces! With a little dif iculty I did Reiki to my Root chakra and
also Sujok Acupressure to the corresponding points on my hand! Though it is hard to believe, one ine day, the entire
pain vanished suddenly & I felt so happy & relieved! In another instance, a male patient came to my clinic and said that
he was having severe neck pain & was also wearing a cervical collar; but with one-day direct healing & two days of
distant Reiki healing, the pain totally disappeared & he got total relief!
Since the Covid pandemic last year, I have been able to protect myself & my family members through Reiki &
also do distance Reiki healing to those who have approached me for the same! I want to mention here, that by doing
Reiki meditation daily & weekly Chakra Meditation, I feel more it & ready to face challenges & responsibilities, which
life keeps throwing at us. I have also been regularly attending Lalitha madam's Full Moon meditation and ind it a very
blissful experience, each time.
Thanks a lot, Lalitha madam, for your tremendous love for each one of us & for teaching us
Reiki & Sujok Accupressure, which are wonderful healing methods and have become a way of life for us!
Dr. Kamala Varadharajan
Reiki Master, Bangalore.
9741600916
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Lord Muruga.

Lord Shiva

Goddess Shakthi

Lord Vigneshwara

Vel is associated with Lord Muruga. But vel alone can protect a devoter of Lord Muruga. I was intrigued.
I think I got the answer Vel's base triangle represents Lord Himself. His father is Lord Shiva which is included
in Vel as three lines. His mother, Goddess Shakthi blessed Muruga with Vel to destroy evil force-- Sura
samharam. Shakthi Is represented as red kungumam in the midline. In this family,one great personality is
missing. Mooladhara murthy- Lord Vigneshwara. Entire vel representing Shiva Shakthi and Muruga anchored
by the stem/ handle . He supports the entire family.
What made me arrive at this idea? My favourite God is LORD MURUGA. Whenever I encounter hurdles
Vel protects me. Hence I realized that ‘‘ Vel ’’ represents entire Shiva's family . You cannot think of Murugan
without Vel. So if we pray to Lord Muruga the entire family protects you.
Dr. P. S. Lalitha,
Founder, Reiki Centre of India.
Reiki Grand Master, Chennai.
9840044198
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REIKI CENTRE OF INDIA (Regd.)
The Secretary
No. 487, 17th Street, 4th Sector, K.K. Nagar,
Chennai - 600 078.
e-mail : reikicentreofindia@gmail.com

APPLICATION FORM
To.
THE SECRETARY
No.487, 17th Street, 4th Street,
K.K. Nagar, Chennai - 600 078.
Ph : 93805 71682
Dear Sir/Madam.
Please enroll me as a member of Reiki Centre of India, I am enclosing herewith the
Life membership fee of Rs. One Thousand five hundred rupees only by Cash/Crossed
Cheque/DD Payable at Chennai in favour of Reiki Centre of India.
Name

: ..................................................................................................................................................

Full Address

: ..................................................................................................................................................
: ..................................................................................................................................................
: ..................................................................................................................................................

Telephone

: ..................................................................................................................................................

Mobile

: ..................................................................................................................................................

E-mail

: ..................................................................................................................................................

Date of Birth

: ..................................................................................................................................................

Marriage Day : ..................................................................................................................................................
Place

: ..................................................................................................................................................

Date

: ..................................................................................................................................................

Life Membership Fee (India) : Rs. 1500/-

Cash

Cheque

Life Membership Fee (Overseas) : Rs. 2000/-

DD

Cash

Cheque

DD

P.S. in case of Change in Address/Phone No. Please inform the President/Secretary/Treasurer
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Dr. P.S. LALITHA
Founder Reiki Centre of India.

Healing Camp @ Health Expo, Chennai Trade Centre.

Treatment of Reiki
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Healing Camp

Healing Camp @ Health Expo, Chennai Trade Centre.

Healing Camp
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Book of Dr. P.S Lalitha
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DRUGLESS THERAPY
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